ATG: After flirting with the idea of marketing Total Boox to individual readers you've decided to make libraries your primary market. What led to that decision?
YL: It started off in a chance meeting at BEA, and gradually I realized that the models by which eBooks are served to public libraries are absurd. When a book is a file, its inconceivable that if one person is reading the book, another one is denied it, and that a book is snatched away from you after a set time, regardless of your own volition. Add to that the high cost of digital books, and the need of librarians to "gamble," and guess beforehand what books their patrons would likely read. It seemed then, and seems today, that the value we bring to libraries is so substantial, that it makes sense to move the company in that direction.
That said, we are going against the grain of library routines, and defy much of the historical thinking in libraries.
• Librarians do not have to pick and choose. All our books are always available to all.
• Books move only one way. From the library to the patron. They never move back.
• When a patron checks out a book, he/ she can keep it. It never goes away. Or as we like to phrase it: "Download them all. Keep them forever." • The focus is on "reading" not on "lending." Circulation is a secondary parameter. We place value on "patron-engagement" and actual reading. We have recently signed an agreement with the Tocker Foundation that focuses on helping small and rural libraries in Texas. They chose us to provide eBooks to twenty libraries, and each library will get our full collection, with a retail value of $2.5 million, and all the benefits of our service. This is a big step towards closing the digital divide. A teenager in rural Texas will have access to a collection identical to a teenager in Palo Alto. We also help the accessibility issue since people without Internet access at home can load their devices with books when online, and keep reading when offline.
Our model makes a lot of sense in Academic libraries, and we would eventually address academic libraries as well.
ATG: Who do you see as you key competitors?
YL: In the library world we compete with the main eBook vendors. In the general market we compete with Amazon, iBooks and the such.
ATG: You call your model "incremental purchasing" and that it's not pay-per-use but more like purchase-as-you-read. YL: The issue of privacy is often raised by libraries, and rightly so. Reading is an intimate, revealing activity, and many people would not like others to know what they are reading. We take this issue very seriously in Total Boox, and all personal information in not accessible at all. True, in order to provide the service we have to monitor what people are reading. We need it in order to charge the libraries and pay the publishers fairly, and to maintain the quality of service. If a patron buys a new device the experience is seamless. We duplicate the full personal library, and also avoid charging for parts already paid for. We only provide librarians and publishers with aggregate information, e.g., the number of people reading a book, how much has been read, etc., and any personal information is totally blocked.
ATG: Assuming that you can ensure privacy, you are still accumulating a lot of data and related information. What are your plans for its use? Will you sell it to other vendors? Use it to improve services to you readers? YL: We are not selling and will not sell any personal information to anyone. We are in the process of building a personal recommendation system based on the reading done by every reader, and the level of engagement that occurs between readers and books. Once fully deployed it will provide superior personal reading suggestions, that together with our friction-free immediate-availability approach will establish a new standard for the industry.
ATG: You've said that "ownership" of eBooks has become an issue of some contention between publishers and libraries. How does Total Boox address that contention? Do libraries own, subscribe to, or license content from Total Boox? Or are we talking about something else entirely?
YL:
In the digital sphere the meaning of "ownership" is very confusing. It actually relates to certain types of licenses. If you buy an eBook on Kindle you cannot give it or lend it. But you still own it. If a library buys an eBook from a publisher they'd call it "ownership" just because the publisher doesn't have the right to take it back, but still the library has to abide with "one-user-one-copy" etc. It is within reason to call "ownership" a situation where you are free to use something exactly the way you want to, and there are no limitations on how and when you can use it. In that sense the full catalog we provide libraries, now about 100,000 titles, is actually owned by the library, since the library can provide it to all its patrons, with no one-user-one-copy or any other limitation. Moreover, the books never disappear from the patrons' devices which adds to the notion of "ownership."
In our dialog with libraries we avoid the term "ownership" as it is far too unclear. We provide the service on an annual basis to the library, and the libraries can choose between two different modes. Many libraries fear that with our model patrons will read "through the roof," and they will end up going over budget. For these libraries we provide a cap, and take the risk of "reading through the roof" on ourselves. With other libraries we just bill them monthly for the reading done by their patrons.
It's important to note that paying for reading is extremely cost effective, and in general the cost of reading is only a small fraction of the price of the full collection.
ATG: How are publishers and authors reacting to your concept? How many books are currently available in Total Boox? How many publishers are represented? Are any of the "Big Five" participating yet?
YL: Publishers feel they are not realizing their full potential with libraries. They look at their extensive lists of books, and notice that not more than 5% of the eBooks they can offer are ever bought by libraries, as libraries tend to spend most of their eBook budgets on a limited number of expensive best-sellers. So the publishers see us as a unique and potent channel for exposing their full lists to patrons, and providing the chance to be discovered and read to each and every title on offer.
Total Boox has around 100,000 titles, coming from over 250 publishers, and covering a very diverse array of subjects. We grow the content through a live dialog with librarians, and try to supply the types of books librarians feel the communities are interested in. At the moment we work only with established publishers, among them some well known names as Workman, O'Reilly, Sourcebooks, Elsevier, Oxford University Press, F+W Media, Hay House Publications, and many, many more.
We are in constant discussion with one or the other of the big five, and they eye us with great interest. It's difficult to guess which one will be the first to work with us.
ATG: How do you determine the pricing for your purchase-as-you-read model? If a library is interested in Total Boox, what will it cost them? Can you tell us how many libraries currently have Total Boox?
YL: We do a wise guesstimate of what the library's patrons will be reading in a year. Its based on the number of active card holders, the current number of "digitarians" (patrons actively reading eBooks) and on our experience with other libraries. Its always a surprisingly low figure given the breadth of our selection and the freedom of use. We then cap the library's expense at this amount, and if patrons read over that it's our problem, and we pay the publishers for the extra reading done. YL: I have a built-in trust in the generosity of destiny. An engrained belief that things will turn out alright no matter what. Even when I have reason to challenge this belief, I can't really shake it off. I don't know who to thank for this trait, but I guess it's here to stay. And when you add to this the full conviction that what we are doing is both viable and good, that the books of the world and the people of the world desperately need a better platform for finding and engaging each other, it's a very potent energy source.
There is no shortage of hardships on this way. As you can imagine libraries are not quick to embrace newcomers, especially those branded "vendors." On the other hand we often receive such warm and heartfelt thanks from patrons and librarians, that it quickly balances the suspicious glances we get elsewhere.
I love the sea and my sea-kayak, and I go out in almost all weather, day and night. It's a dance with the wind and the waves, and has on the mind the effect of reformatting the hard disk. When I'm back on shore there's a bit more order in my mind, and the priorities, both practical and philosophical, are more correctly placed.
I read mostly literary fiction, both new and old, but I can get easily immersed in more or less anything. In fact, Total Boox has greatly increased the subjects and types of books I've dabbled in, and recently I read some military history, and an extremely effective diet book. NEW: Charleston Conference to Reward Creative Ideas! I n 2015, the Charleston Conference presented several well-received panels about startups, innovation, and entrepreneurship. For 2016, the Conference will seek to expand on those themes and that spirit by actively encouraging creative solutions in academic libraries. In an exciting new and experimental session called CHARLESTON FAST PITCH, 3-5 applicants, thoughtfully pre-selected from among all those who respond to a CALL (soon to be issued), will "pitch" their ideas to the entire audience and a select group of judges. TWO proposals will be awarded, one by the judges and one from audience votes. This Call will be open to all who have interesting, useful, and implementable ideas for change and improvement in their own workplaces and seek a community "vote of confidence" plus a small financial award ($2500 each) to seed their proposals. Immense thanks to Steve Goodall and the Goodall Family Foundation for funding the 2016 prizes in this new Charleston Conference Feature. For further information, contact Ann Okerson <aokerson@gmail.com> or Katina Strauch <kstrauch@comcast.net>.
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